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1. Make sentences like these: 

Questions Answers 

a. Maya – to see the animals Maya went to the jungle to see the animals. 

b. Raj – to get some medicine Raj went to the doctor to get some medicine. 

c. Ms Shah – to buy some fish Ms Shah went to the fish market to buy some fish. 

d. Rashmi – to have a swim Rashmi went to the swimming pool to have swim. 

e. Mr Shah – to get a book Mr Shah went to the book store to get a book. 

f. Mira – to see her aunt Mira went to her aunt’s house to see her aunt. 

g. Arun – to buy a kite Arun went to the shop to buy a kite. 

h. The children – to watch a film The children went to the theatre to watch a film. 

 

2. Make five sentences: 

Questions  Answers 

a. He switched on the radio to hear some music. 

b. She bought some cloth to make a dress. 

c. He went to the shop to buy some clothes. 

d. He bought a newspaper to read the news. 

e. She bought a postcard to send to her aunt. 

 

 



3. Make sentences like the ones below: 

Questions Answers 

a. Will you give me something to read, please? (a book) Yes, Here is a book to read. 

b. Will you give me something to eat, please? (a biscuit) Yes, Here is a biscuit to eat. 

c. Will you give me some money to spend, please? (a fifty rupee 

note) 

Yes, Here is a fifty rupee note to spend. 

d. Will you give me something to do, please? (some work) Yes, Here is some work to do. 

e. Will you give me something to drink, please? (some tea) Yes, Here is some tea to drink. 

f. Will you give me something to play with, please? (a ball) Yes, Here is a ball to play. 

g. Will you give me something to write with, please? (a pen) Yes, Here is a pen to write. 

h. Will you give me something to draw with, please? (a pencil) Yes, Here is a pencil to draw. 

i. Will you give me something to paint with, please? (a brush) Yes, Here is a brush to paint. 

 

 

4. Make sentences like the ones below: 

Questions Answers 

a. I have nothing to do. (some work) Here is some work for you to do. 

b. My mother has nothing to read. (a newspaper) Here is a newspaper for your mother to read. 

c. My sister has nothing to wear. (a dress) Here is a dress for your sister to wear. 

d. My cat has nothing to drink. (some milk) Here is some milk for your cat to drink. 

e. My dog has nothing to eat. (a bone) Here is a bone for your dog to eat. 

f. My brother has nothing to spend. (some money) Here is some money for your brother to spend. 

g. My father has nothing to cook. (a fish) Here is a fish for your father to cook. 

h. Prem has nothing to carry. (a basket) Here is a basket for Prem to carry. 

 

 

 



5. Read these sentences: 

Questions Answers 

a. Scissors We use scissors to cut cloth. 

b. a camera We use a camera to take photographs. 

c. a pencil sharpener We use a pencil sharpener to sharpen pencils. 

d. a pen We use a pen to write. 

e. a paintbrush We use a paintbrush to paint. 

f. a hammer We use a hammer to put on nails in the wall. 

g. chalk We use chalk to write in the blackboard. 

h. a ruler We use a ruler to draw margins. 

 

6. Answer the questions:  (A Visit to the Jungle) 

Questions Answers 

a. Who will see the monkeys? The children will see the monkeys. 

b. Who will see the lions? The children will see the lions. 

c. Who will see the birds? Mohan and Prem will see the birds. 

d. Who will see the snakes? Maya and Anu will see the snakes. 

e. What will Prem take? Prem will take something to eat. 

f. What will Mohan take? Mohan will take something to drink. 

g. What will Maya take? Maya will take a camera to click pictures. 

h. What will Anu take? Anu will take a cake to eat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Revision: Finish these sentences 

a. Tomorrow I shall not be in bed. 

b. Next year I will be in class IV. 

c. Tomorrow the teacher shall teach us the next lesson. 

d. Tomorrow the children in this class shall take part in games. 

e. Next week we will go for a picnic. 

f. Soon I shall go to Kolkata. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


